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ABSTRACT
This work describes a control method for the stable accommodation of contact forces! when

the robot interacts with the environment. In robotic deburring, for example, the robot endpoint is
constrained by the the part to be deburred (7,8). After defming unstructured models (input-output
relationships) for both the robotic and environment subsystems, we combine them to obtain a
general, nonlinear stability condition for the total system. This prescribes a finite sensitivity (a
mapping from forces to displacements) for the robot and the environment. It also states that
decreasing the sensitivity of either subsystem reduces the stability range; as both subsystems
approach zero sensitivity, stability cannot be guaranteed. We then focus on the robot's rigid body
dynamics and an infinitely stiff environment (structured models) to obtain a specific stability
condition in terms of the Jacobian and the robot's tracking controller. This condition has been
verified via simulation of and experimentation with the Minnesota direct drive robot.

1. INTRODUCTION
Two methods have been suggested for development of compliant robotic motion. The first

method is aimed at controlling force and position in a nonconflicting way (14,15,16,21). In this
approach, force is commanded along those directions constrained by the environment, while
position is commanded along those directions in which the manipulator is unconstrained and free to
move. The second method is focused on developing a relationship between the interaction force and
the manipulator position (3,5,6,17). By controlling the manipulator position and specifying its
relationship with the interaction force, a designer can ensure that the manipulator will be able to
maneuver in a constrained space while maintaining appropriate contact force. This paper
describes an analysis of the stability of the robot and environment taken as a whole when the second
method is employed.

The objective of this research is to arrive at some building blocks of stability of constrained
robotic maneuvers. We choose unstructured modeling for the interaction of the robot and
environment in their most general forms. While these models do not have any particular structure,
they encompass a wide variety of industrial and research robot manipulators and environment
dynamic behavior. Although this modeling approach may not lead to any design procedure, it will
enable us to understand the fundamental issues of stability when a robot interacts with an
environment. The stability condition narrows the range of the controllers that must be selected.
Using structured modeling and control leads to a specific stability condition; however, we believe

lIn this article, "force" implies force and torque and "position" implies position and orientation.



that structured models, such as transfer functions for various robotic components (e.g. motors and
link stiffness) cannot be applied to a general class of problems.

In section two we present an example to motivate the compliance control problem and show
how unstructured modeling applies to structured systems. Our example illustrates the guiding
principle of the more general theory presented later and is not intended to be a general analysis of
robot and environment dynamics.

2. MOTIVATION
Throughout this paper, we analyze manipulators using unstructured dynamic models which

focus on the device's input-output relationships rather than a particular dynamic structure. Although
the framework of unstructured models leads to general conclusions, a given robot's dynamics are
typically characterized by a structured model. In this section, we show, through a simple, one-
dimensional manipulator modeled by linear transfer functions, how a structured model can be
applied within the general analysis that follows. Moreover, this example typifies the approach used
in analyzing a multivariable and nonlinear robotic systems, where input-output relationships may
represent nonlinear mappings rather than transfer functions.

Consider the model for a one-dimensional manipulator shown in Figure la, where the
command position is given by e and the actual robot position is given by y. This system consists of a
point mass, M, whose trajectory is under PD (proportional plus derivative) control. The passive
elements, Km and Cm, in the model represent the position and velocity gains of the controller; these
components arise due to the electronic controller -there are no passive components in the physical
system. This model represents a robot manipulator with a position controller, so as Km and Cm are
increased, the bandwidth of the closed loop robot controller becomes larger, yielding faster response.
In the limit, when Km and Cm approach infinity, the closed loop controller approaches infinite
bandwidth. If the position of M and the command position, e, are expressed relative to a non-moving
coordinate frame, the dynamic equation for the system is: .

M yo + Cm Y + Km y-Km e + Cm e (1)

(b)(a)

Figure 1a: Manipulator Perforn'ling Unconstrained Motions Under PD Control
Figure 1 b: Manipulator Perforn'ling Constrained Motion and Deflecting the Environment

by X

Figure lb shows the manipulator when it interacts with an environment modeled as a spring and
dash pot. This is not intended to be a general structure for the environmental dynamics, only a
simple model representative of many practical situations. The dynamics of the two interacting

systems are characterized by:
M iJ + Cm Y + Km 6' -Km e + Cm e + d (2)

(3)

(4)
d--f
f -Ke x + Ce X. where x -y -xo



where Ke and Ce are the stiffness and damping of the environment and Xo is the location of the
environment surface before deformation occurs. d is the force imposed on the robot while f represents
the force on the environment. The condition y-xo ~ a indicates that the environment can bear forces
only in the "pushing" direction, i.e. the contact forces must be compressive. If y-xo < 0, the
manipulator's dynamics are given by Equation 1. Using Laplace operator, equations 2, 3 and 4 can
be represented by equations 5, 6 and 7 in frequency domain.

(5)

(6)

(7)

sCm + Km 1
y(s) -2 e(s)+ 2 d(s)

M s + Cm S + Km M S + Cm S + Km

d(s) --f(s)

f(s) -(Ke + sCe) x

Given Equations 5, 6 and 7 the position transfer function, G(s), the sensitivity transfer function, 8(s),
the environment transfer function, E(s) can be straightforwardly determined.

y(s) -G(s) e(s) + 5(s) d(s) (8)

((s) -E(s) x(s) (9)

where:

sCm + Km
,G(S) -MS2+Cms+Km 8(5) - I and

, E[s) -(Ke + sCe).
Ms2 + Cms + Km

G(s) represents the transfer function from the command position, e, to the actual position, y, when the
manipulator is performing unconstrained maneuvers. The manipulator's sensitivity physically
represents the relationship between the force acting on the manipulator, d, and Y when the command
position, e, is zero. Lastly, the transfer function of the environment, E, is the relationship between
the environment deflection and the contact force acting on the environment.

We use the above example to state that the endpoint position of a robot with a positioning
controller, in general, is function of its input command and the external forces. In constrained
maneuvers, these external forces are functions of environment dynamics. Although in this example
we arrived at second order transfer functions for G(s) and 8(s), it is possible that in a more complex
system, the dynamics cannot be modeled by second order relationships, such as equations 1 and 2.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we concentrate on the unstructured approach indicated by
equations 8 and 9 which can be used for any linear, one-dimensional system and generalize this
approach for application to multivariable and nonlinear manipulators. Hence, we analyze the
system using a generalized form of the G and 8 relationships and assume that, in application, these
can be obtained from the applicable manipulator model.

2. MODELING
Given the motivation for an unstructured modeling, we now return to generalize equations 8

and 9 to represent the manipulator's and environment's input-output mappings. In the next two
sections, we show, in abbreviated form, how equations 8 and 9 can be generalized from transfer
function to multivariable, nonlinear mappings. For a slower development, see reference 13.

The endpoint position of a robot manipulator that has a positioning controller is a dynamic
function of both its input traj~ctory vector, e, and the external force, d. The structure of the positioning
controller is not of importance in this analysis, however 1, 2 and 20 give detailed description for
development of tracking systems for robot manipulators. Let G and S be two functions that show the



robot endpoint position in a global coordinate frame, y. is a function of the input trajectory, e, and
the external force, d.2 (d is measured in the global coordinate frame3.)

y-G(e)+S(d)

The motion of the robot endpoint in response to imposed forces, d, is caused by either structural
compliance in the robot or by the compliance of the positioning controller, as illustrated in the
example. S is called the sensitivity function, and it maps the external forces to the robot position.
Robot manipulators with good positioning capability are characterized by S having a small gain.
Whenever an external force is applied to the robot, the endpoint of the human arm will move in
response. If the robot arm is a "good" positioning system, the change in position due to the external
force will be "small" as long as the magnitude of the external force lies within certain limits. The
sensitivity function S is defined as a mapping from the externally applied force vector to the
resulting position vector for the robot arm. There is no restriction on the form of the mapping, S -it
may be a linear or nonlinear.

Similarly, the environment can be consider from the viewpoint of an unstructured model. If
one point on the environment is displaced as vector of x, with force vector, f, then the dynamic
behavior of the environment is given by equation 11.

f-E(x)

This equation represents a general mapping from X to f. For the purposes of our analysis, it is
convenient to consider E to be an odd function; however, in physical application, f may be zero if x is
negative. For example, in the grinding of a surface, the robot can only push the surface. If one
considers positive fl for "pushing" and negative f, for "pulling", in this class of manipulation,
then robot manipulator and the environment are in contact with each other only along those
directions where fl) 0 for 1-1,...,n. In some applications such as turning a bolt, the interaction
force can be either positive or negative, meaning that the interaction torque can be clockwise or
counter-clockwise. The nonlinear discriminator block diagram in Figure 2 is drawn with a
dashed-line to represent the above concept -the block is present when the interaction forces can only
be compressive.

Figure 2: The Block Diagram of the Robot and Environment

3. CONTROL
Figure 3 shows the system when compliance compensator, H, is incorporated in the control

structure4. The objective of this section is to arrive at a sufficient condition for stability of the system

2The assumption that linear superposition (in equation 1) holds for the effects of d and e is useful
in understanding the nature of the interaction between the robot and the environment. This
interaction is in a feedback form and will be clarified with the help of Figure 3. We will note in
Section 4 that the results of the nonlinear analysis do not depend on this assumption, and one can
extend the obtained results to cover the case when G(e) and 5(d) are not additive.
3 Unless otherwise noted, all vectors in this paper are nx1 and all matrices are nxn, where n is the
number of degrees of freedom in the manipulator.
4 If all the operators of Figure 3 are linear transfer function matrices, f -(E-1 + 5 + G H ) -1 Gr.

Note that the environment admittance (1/impedance in the linear domain), E-1, the robot
sensitivity (1/stiffness in the linear domain), 5, and the electronic compliancy, GH, add together
to form the total sensitivity of the system. If H-O, then only the admittance of the environment and



shown in Figure 3. This sufficient condition leads to the introduction of a class of compensators, H,
that can be used to develop compliancy in the system of Figure 3. For brevity, we refer to the SE loop as
the natural loop because this represent the internal manipulator and environment dynamics and to
the HE loop as the compliance loop because it contains the compliance compensator. In the approach
that follows, we first simplify the control structure in figure 3 by substituting a function, V, which is
the mapping from the command position, e, to the contact force, f. Next, we use the Small Gain
Theorem to derive the general stability condition. Then we show the stability condition when H is
chosen as a linear operator (transfer function matrix) while V is a nonlinear operator.
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Figure 3: Addition of a Compliance Compensator to the Robot

and Environment Dynamics

The V operator is defined as a mapping from e to f and is a general relationship that
encompasses the G, S, and E operators within Figure 3. The block diagram is shown in figure 4. If G,
S, and E represent linear, multivariable transfer functions, Xo = 0 and the nonlinear descriminator
block is omitted, V becomes a transfer function defined by:

V(s) -ECIn + S E)-I G (12)

Moreover, the V operator can be obtained from simulation or experiment. The following proposition
(using the Small Gain Theorem references 18,19) states the stability condition of the closed-loop
system shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Manipulator and the Environment with Force Feedback Compensator

(13)

(14)

If conditions I, II and III hold:
I. V is a L2- stable operator, that is

a) V(e): Ln2-Ln2

b) IIV(e)112 ( (k411 e112+ 1345

the robot add together to form the compliancy for the system. By closing the loop via H, one can not
only add to the total sensitivity but also shape the sensitivity of the system.

5 The norm on L "pis defined by:

1/2

II fll D -



(15)

(16)

(17)

IL H is chosen such that mapping H(f) is L2-stable, that is

0) H(f): L n2"" L n2

b) IIH(f)112 ( ()c511 f112+ 135

III. and ()c4()c 5 ( 1

then the closed-loop system (Figure 4) is L2- stable. The proof is given in reference 13. Substituting
for II f 112 from inequality 14 into inequality 16 results in inequality 18. (Note that f-V(e)

II H(V(e)) 112 ~ (X4(Xsll e 112 + (Xs ~4 + ~s (18)

(k4(kS in inequality 18 represents the gain of the loop mapping, H(V(e)). The third stability condition
requires that H be chosen such that the loop mapping, H(V(e)), is linearly bounded with less than a
unity slope.

If H is chosen as a linear operator (the impulse response) while the other operator is
nonlinear, then:

II HV(e) 112 , 't" II V(e) 112 (19)

where: 't" -O"max (N) (20)

CT max indicates the maximum singular value6, and N is a matrix whose ijth entry is SUPt.> I HIJ I
In other words, each member of N is maximum value of I H1J lover all wE (0.00 ). Considering
inequality 19, inequality 18 can be rewritten as:

II HV(e) 112 , 't' II V(e)112 , 't'a:411 el12 + 't'134 (21)

Comparing inequality 21 with inequality 18, to guarantee the closed loop stability, '1'" (x" must be
smaller than unity, or, equivalently:

'1'" (l (22)-
CK4

To guarantee the stability of the closed loop system, H in Figure 4 must be chosen such that its "size",
as indicated by 't", is smaller than the reciprocal of the :'gain" of the forward loop mapping, as
indicated by Ot.4.'

When all the operators of Figure 4 are linear transfer function matrices, inequality 22 can be
used as a sufficient condition for stability (13).

for all 00 E (0, 00) (23)
1O"max(HJ < ~~(E(In+SEJ-

Inequality 23 can also be derived using the multivariable Nyquist criterion (4). Similar to the
nonlinear case, H must be chosen such that O"max(H) is smaller than the reciprocal of the maximum
singular value of the forward loop mapping in Figure 5 to guarantee the stability of the closed loop

system.

where IIflllp is defined as:

tIp

II fj lip

00

J wll f, IP dt
0

where WI is the weighting factor. WI is particularly useful for scaling forces and torques of

different units.

6 The maximum singular value of a matrix A. O"max(A) is defined as:

~O"max(A) -max I z I

where z is a non-zero vector and 1.1 denotes the Euclidean norm.



Figure 5: The Simplification of Figure 3 when all the operators are
linear transfer function matrices.

To understand the physical significance of this stability criterion, consider a linear, one
degree of freedom system where n=l. (This is the same form as the example.) When n-1, inequality
23 reduces to inequality 24.

I(~~

G
for all ooe(O,oo)IHI (

where 1.1 denotes the magnitude of transfer function 7. Since in many cases G::: 1 for all 0< w < wo.

then H must be chosen such that:

for all 00 E (0,00 0) (25)H\<ICS+1/E)\

where 000 is the closed-loop bandwidth. The smaller the sensitivity of the robot manipulator is, the
smaller H must be chosen. Also from inequality 25, the more rigid the environment is, the smaller H
must be chosen. In the "ideal case" when the robot is a perfect positioning system (8 -0), no H can
be found to enable interaction with an infinitely rigid environment (E- 00). In other words, for
stability of the system shown in Figure 5, there must be some compliancy either in the robot or in the
environment. The robot compliancy may be due to an RCC, structural flexibility, and/or the
electronic compliancy resulting from the tracking controller.

This result can also be extended to nonlinear multivariable systems. When the robot
interacts with a very stiff environment, then due to the small size of the environment deflection, x ~
0 resulting y ~ xo. Equation 10 may be rewritten as:

(26)G(e) + S(-f) -Xo

If the closed loop position controller is designed such that G ~ I then:

f --S-1 ( Xo- e

where 8-1 is the inverse function of 8. Recall that V is defined as a mapping from e to f in equation
13. When the environment is infinitely stiff, one can use 8-1 in equation 27 as a mapping from e to
f for a given xo. In other words for an infinitely stiff environment, the operator V is the same as
inverse of the sensitivity function of the robot. We use this concept in our experimental analysis.

5. STRUCTURED MODELING AND CONTROL
To evaluate the nonlinear stability condition, a compliance controller was implemented on

the University of Minnesota robot (Figure 6), a statically-balanced, direct-drive, three degree of
freedom robot which was constructed to evaluate nonlinear, compliance control algorithms (9-12).
Because this robot does not contain any gearing, frictional losses are small and consequently the

manipulator can be modeled by equation 28.

M(e) ~ + C(e,6) -'C + JT f (28)

where e-, ~ e are vectors containing the joints' accelerations, velocities, and positions, respectively;
M(e) is the inertia matrix; c(e ,e) is the vector representing the coriolis and centrifugal forces, 1: is
the vector of joint torques, JT is the jacobian transpose matrix, and d is the vector of external forces
applied at the robot endpoint. Because of the statically-balanced construction, gravity does not appear
in the robot dynamics. The M(e) and C(e,e) functions for the University of Minnesota Robot have

for a one-dimensional system.7 The maximum singular values reduce to



been computed in closed form and the coefficients for these functions have been experimentally
identified.

Trajectory control for the manipulator is performed by a digital implementation of a
feedforward torque controller, which is given by:

-Kp (ed -e) + Kv (ed -~) + ~ (ed) e'd + e (ed, ~d) (29)

where 'C is the vector of joint torques; ced -e) is the error between the command position, ed, and the
actual position, e, and ce d -e) is the error between the respective velocities; Kp is a 3x3 diagonal
matrix containing the position gains; Kv is a 3x3 diagonal matrix containing the velocity gains;
t1 (edJ is the experimentally identified, inertia matrix; and e (ed,e dJ is the experimentally
identified, 3x1 vector of centrifugal and coriolis forces. The physical reasoning behind this control
law is that the nonlinear feedforward terms, t1 (edJ and e (ed,e dJ, tend to cancel the effects of
nonlinear effects of M(eJ and C(e,eJ in the robot's dynamics and result in a nearly uncoupled,
linear system. The feedforward controller and robot dynamics are shown in figure 7. In
feedforward torque control, the robot trajectory is specified in joint coordinates, and the joint
positions, velocities, and accelerations for a given trajectory are computed and stored before the
trajectory is executed. The Kln(.) operator in the diagram represents the forward kinematics, while
Kln-I(.) represents the inverse kinematics. When the trajectory is specified in cartesian space as a
function of time, e(tJ, the inverse kinematics and numerical differentiation are employed to
transform it into joint space, ed(tJ.

,-~--
~""~ .',. .

Figure 6: University of Minnesota Robot

Figure 7: Robot and Feedforward Torque Controller Dynamics



The nonlinear control law of equation 29 was chosen because the inertia and coriolis terms
could be computed and stored. During the trajectory execution, these terms were added to the error
terms to compute the joint torques. The chief advantage of this approach is that only a modest amount
of computation must be performed in real time, and the sampling time is correspondingly reduced.
The shorter sampling time reduces the time delay associated with the digital controller's sample and
hold and, consequently, reduces the discrete-time influence on a controller designed for continuous
time. Although feedforward torque control is computationally efficient, the method does not achieve
perfect uncoupling of each joint. Using equations 28 and 29 and assuming that e(ed'~d)~C(e,~) and
1'1 (ed) ~ M(e'), a differential equation in terms of the joint accelerations is obtained:

e' -e'd + M(e)-1 Kp (ed -e) + Ky (ed -e) -M(9)-1 JT f (30)

where M(e) is a symmetric, positive definite matrix whose inverse exists for all possible robot
configurations, e. Note that despite the assumption that the robot dynamics are accurately known,
the joints are not perfectly uncoupled, and the degree of coupling varies as a function of the
configuration. In addition, with this robot control system, the output, e, is a function of both the
command trajectory, ed, and the external force, f. The relationship between the inputs and output, for
the feedforward torque law, are nonlinear mappings, not linear transfer functions. The applying the
definitions of the G: e(t)-+y(t) and S: f(t)-+y(t) mappings, the respective differential equations are:

ed(t) -kln-1 [ e(t) ]

M(e) (~ -~d) -[

y(t) -kin [e(t) ]

Kp (ed -e) + Ky (6d -6)] -JT(e) f

Figure 8: Trajectory Controller, Robot Dynamics, Environment Dynamics, and
and Compliance Compensator. This block diagram has the same structure as the one in

Figure 3.



6. STABILITY CONDITION FOR FEED FORWARD CONTROLLER
We performed experiments to demonstrate that inequality 22 is a sufficient condition for

stability: one in which the satisfaction of the condition leads to a stable maneuver and one in which
parameters for an unstable maneuver violate the condition. For a sufficient stability condition,
recall that if the condition is satisfied, then the stability is guaranteed; however, if the condition is
violated, no conclusion can be made. In the first experiment, we design an H such that inequality 22
is satisfied and show, through experiment, that the system is stable. In the second experiment, we
show that an H which destabilizes the system also violates inequality 22.

In order to find a stability bound on H, we must determine the operator, V: e(t)-+f(t), for the
robot controller. To determine the greatest bound on V, we assume that the wall is very stiff, such that
\J:::: xo. In this case, one can use the gain of the 8-1 (equation 27) to calculate Of. 4, as opposed to
equations 31-33. The response of mechanical systems for a given driving force is larger if the
systems are lighter and less damped. Therefore, the largest value for the sensitivity function arises
when M(8)-O and Ky (ed-e)-O, so equation 32 can be written as:

JTce) f -Kp Ced -e)

Substituting for ed and e from equations 31 and 33 into equation 34 results in equation 35.

JTCe) f- Kp (kln-l(e) -kin-ICy)

Since the wall is very stiff, then substituting \J ~ Xo in equation 35 results:

J-T Kp (kln-1(e) -kln-1(xo) I (36 )

We assume that the trajectory, e, commands the robot to maneuver only a small distance beyond the
solid wall. This is of paramount importance in practice because large values of e-xo result in large
contact forces. Since e-xo is a small quantity, kln-1(e)-kln-1(xo) can be replaced by J-1 (e-xo).

f -J-T Kp J-1 (37 )(e -xo)

Comparing equation 27 and 37 shows that J-TKpJ-1 is, in fact, the inverse of the sensitivity
function. Using inequality 22, the stability condition is:

(38 ),..<~
CK.4

Equivalently onewhere (k4 is the supremum of O"max(J-T Kp J-1) over the commanded trajectory.
can satisfy inequality 39

'I" < infimum of 0" mln(J Kp-1 JT) over the commanded trajectory

One must calculate the minimum singular value of (J Kp-1 JT) at each point in the commanded
trajectory. The infimum is the lowest of all the minimum singular values. The gain of H
(expressed in terms 7) must be chosen smaller than this infimum. From inequality 39, the stability
region will approach zero when the robot maneuvers near a singular point (det(J)-'O) and/or when
the position gains approach infinity. Both cases are instances of "infinite stiffness" for the robot, the
first is due to the robot configuration, while the second is due to the tracking controller.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A reinforced aluminum wall was mounted vertically in the robot workspace as shown in

Figure 9 to simulate a stiff environment. Motor 2 was mechanically locked while motors 1 and 3
were used to actuate the robot for horizontal maneuvering; this resulted in planar, horizontal motion
of the robot endpoint in global, cartesian space. A force sensor is mounted on the manipulator
endpoint to measure contact forces. Figure 10 shows the top view of experimental set up.

Since the experiments are all two-dimensional, H is a 2x2 matrix operating operating on
contact forces which are normal and tangential to the wall. (The endpoint force measurements were



resolved into the global coordinate frame.) In these experiments, only the compliancy in the
direction normal to the wall was supplemented, so the following form of H was chosen:

r Ho , -0

Ts+1 I
H - (40)

lo a

where T is empirically chosen constant used to filter the high frequency noise in the force
measurement. T was fixed at 0.05 for all the experiments. The function, r(t), shown in Figure 10 by
the dashed line, is chosen as the assigned trajectory to the robot. Since H has only one non-zero
member, then 't" will be the maximum value of the magnitude of Ho/(T J<J:> + 1). The maximum
value of H is Ho and occurs at DC «J:>-O).

In the first experiment, we show that if inequality 39 is satisfied for a maneuver shown in
Figure 10, then the robot can interact with the environment stably. Figure 11 shows the maximum
and minimum singular values of (J Kp-1 JT) evaluated for all configurations along the trajectory.
We choose Ho to be .0003 so H(s) was smaller than O"mln(J Kp-1 JT) for all configurations within the
maneuver. Figures 12 and 13 show the experimental and simulated values of the normal contact
force. The stable contact was indicated by the absence of undamped oscillations in the normal force.

In the second experiment, Ho'was set to .0015. Figures 14 and 15 show the normal contact force
as a function of time for experiment and simulation, respectively. In both results, the contact force
oscillate throughout the maneuver, indicating that the compliance controller was unstable.
Comparison with. the singular value plot in figure 11, shows that Ho exceeded the lower bound on
cr mln(J Kp-1 JT); hence, the stability condition was been violated. Since inequality 39 is only a
sufficient condition for stability, violation of this condition does not lead to any conclusion. Figures
16 and 17 show the experimental and simulated contact forces when Ho.O.OOO5. The system was
stable yet the stability condition was not been satisfied.

Figure 9: The Experimental Setup
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Figure 10: The top view of the experimental setup. The dashed line is the desired end
point trajectory while the solid line is the actual trajectory.
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Figure 11: The maximum and minimum singular values of the sensitivity function for
the actual trajectory shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 13: Simulation of the stable normal contact force.
Ho. 0.0003 satisfies the stability condition.

Figure 14: Experimental measurement of the unstable normal contact force.
Ho. 0.0015 does not satisfy the stability condition.

Figure 15: Simulation of the unstable normal contact force.
Ho. 0.0015 does not satisfy the stability condition.
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Figure 16: Experimental measurement of the normal contact force.
Ho. 0.0005 violates the stability condition, however the system is stable.

Figure 17: Simulation of the normal contact force.
Ho. 0.0005 violates the stability condition, however the system is stable.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have shown how unstructured and structured modeling can be combined to derive a

stability condition for a particular robot performing compliant motion. The unstructured modeling,
which focuses on the input-output characteristics of the system, enables the derivation of a general
stability condition. The structured modeling contains the robot and environment dynamics which
are specific to a particular robot and controller architecture. We have used this approach to analyze
compliant motion on the University of Minnesota robot using a feedforward torque controller and
have obtained a stability condition for this application. Through both simulation and
experimentation, the sufficiency of this condition has been demonstrated. We have shown that for
the stability of the environment and the robot taken as a whole, there must be some initial
compliancy either in the robot or in the environment.
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